
Maprails to mount on, below or 
apart from Dry-Erase Boards  
Many options Call us!

Main Types
���Cork Style - use Pins ��

���Clips or Grippers  ��
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���Cork and Grippers Combo��
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���Steel Dry Erase with room to use Magnets
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(860) 632-2026 FAX: (860) 632-2028 EMAIL: ahutton@ahutton.com
Sales office only in CT.  FOB varies - CT, OH, CA 

Where to use Maprails

���
Mounted to Boards or directly to wall 
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���
Directly onto wall or partitions  

�

Map Rail, Display Rail, Exhibit Strips and Clip-strips
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Board to right  ===>
shows our custom printed steel 
dry erase on left that takes a 
magnetic card holder and is 
built into a combo cork board.   
Call us for Printed Dry Erase, 
Cork, and magnetic solutions 
for al your visual and display 
needs 



#79 HangTight Rail System Takes Forbo Cork
Brackets & Hangers available

2 Last revised Sept 2011 but subject to change.  Call for formal quote and dealer and volume discounts more at www.ahutton.com

Clip-strips wirh Cork Maprail (Combos)

VersaStrip (Grip-a-Strip + cork) 2’, 4’, 6’ 8’ Long

#94 HangTight Rail System Takes Forbo Cork.
Brackets & Hangers available

No Cork Style Map and Exhibit Rails
Grip-a-Strip 

Patented roller system hold up to 24 sheets, with-
out the need of tacks, pins or tape.
Just push papers into Grip-A-Strip®...they stay put!.
Lift up and out to remove
Available in stock sizes of
6”,  9”,  12”,  24”, 36”, 48”, 6 ft, 8’ and 12’

CS Clip Strips (no cork just spring clips)
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Cork Style Map Rails these can be supplied with Forbo Cork on page 4

Most cork maprails are aluminum extrusions available in lengths up to 24’4” .  
They take 1/4“ thick natural or Forbo colored cork strips and are either  1” or 2”  in height

#WDR  Wood Map Rails are also available. 
        They come in 3inch and 4 inch overall heights 
        and in lengths of 3’ ,  4’,  6’ and 8 feet.

Model

Displ2

Displ5

Displ1

overall H

1-61/64”

1-61/64”

31/32”

Cork With

1-5/8”

1-5/8”

19/32”

$ per ft

$3.20

$3.04

$1.98

Display 1,2,5  Aluminum with Forbo Cork



Last revised Oct 2011 but subject to change.  Call for formal quote and dealer and volume discounts more at www.ahutton.com

What is Forbo Cork     

        

Forbo Cork is Environmentally Friendly and always looks like new.  Forbo Bulletin Board Cork is made 
from pure natural ingredients that combine under heat and pressure to create a smooth, uniformly 
dense, suede-like surface of unsurpassed beauty and durability. Expanded range of 12 contemporary 
colors that go all the way through to the burlap backing.    For some great application pictures below.
   Forbo Cork is a 1/4" thick uni-colored linoleum with a self-healing surface that accepts pins and 
tacks. It is twice the density of natural cork and is widely used in educational and commercial applica-
tions.  Made from cork, linseed oil, wood flour, pine resin, jute and pigments. We sell the Forbo Cork 
under the Tac-A-Cork name but it is exactly the same product distributed by Claridge as Claridge Cork, 
Walltalkers/RJF as Tac-Wall, Mark-a-Wall as Tac-a-Cork, Marsh as Plas-Cork and others as ProCork and 
Bancork EZ-Clean.   If ordered from us you will get genuine Forbo Cork.   We pull from multiple distri-
bution points so we are able to get you the colors you want in the quantity you want in the time frame 
you require.    
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We can supply most of the Maprails / exhibit rails that use cork with 
the Forbo colored cork in addition to natural cork

     


